INTRODUCTION
In the majority of cell types the cell life cycle is composed of four clearly definable subsections,--G1, S, G2, and D. The dissection of the cell cycle, in this manner, allows focusing of attention on specific events during different phases. However, at the present time little is known about specific metabolic steps which are necessary for orderly progression through the cell cycle, especially during G1 and G2. As an alternative to examining specific steps in the study of the integration of these cycle subsections, we have begun measurements of their durations in Tetrahymena pyriformis under a variety of culture conditions which result in different generation times. This report describes changes in the lengths of G1, S, and G~ in response to changes in the temperature of incubation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tetrahyrnena pyriformis HSM was grown under sterile conditions in 20 ml of defined medium (1), enriched with 0.04% proteose peptone, in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks. Prior to experimentation, cultures were incubated at a given temperature for 5 days in order to assure full adjustment.
To insure logarithmic growth, subcultures were made 12 to 15 hr prior to initiation of the experiment. The cell concentration was measured periodically in a Coulter counter. One-milliliter samples were removed from the experimental culture, diluted in saline, and counted immediately. During the course of the experiment, the cell concentration extended between 25,000 and 60,000 cells per ml. Under our culture conditions (no gassing or agitation of the medium), deceleration in growth begins when cultures reach a concentration of approximately 70,000 cells per ml.
To detect DNA synthesis and to follow the progress of labeled cells through cytokinesis, thymidine-3H (Schwarz BioResearch Inc., specific activity 15 c/mmole) was added to each culture to give a concentration of 1 #c/ml. 15 rain after the administration of the isotope, cells were smeared on slides and airdried. Thereafter, air-dried smears were made at 15-rain intervals. After drying, the cells were fixed in alcohol:acetic acid (3:1) followed by cold TCA for 5 minutes, then a tap water rinse for 1/6 hr. Radioautography was done with NTB2 or NTB3 emulsion (Kodak, Rochester) according to procedures described elsewhere (2) . The radioautographs were exposed for about 4 wk, and after development were stained with toluidine blue.
At each temperature, macronuclear S and G2 + I~D (D = cytokinesis) were measured directly. The methods employed are reviewed elsewhere (4) and are only outlined here. The length of S was calculated from the percentage of cells in a population showing macronuclear incorporation of tritiated thymidine after a 15 rain pulse. Since S occurs in the middle portion of interphase, corrections of the estimates required by the graded age distribution of cells in the cycle proved to be trivial. The duration of G2 was considered the interval between the addition of thymidine-SH to the culture and the point at which 50% of the cells in division showed macronuclear labeling. The first dividing cells which showed thymidine-3H incorporation into the macronucleus must have been near the end of S when the isotope was administered. They subsequently passed through G2 and then through some portion of cytokinesis until they became recognizable as dividers. It was estimated that the average cell was halfway through cytokinesis when scored; therefore, the estimates of G2 include approximately one-half the duration of cytokinesis. At 29°C, this would add 8 to 10 rain. This increase is not only relatively small but also is proportionally the same for all temperatnres.
GI was calculated by subtracting the sum of S and G2 (+ a/~ the eytokinetic period) from the generation time. By this method, the latter half of the cytokinetic period is included as a part of G1. In summary, the cycle is split into 3 subsections (G1, S, and G2), and the cytokinetic interval is divided about equally between G1 and G~.
Approximately 50 cytokinetic figures were scored to determine the percentage of dividing cells with labeled macronuclei. The percentage of labeled cells in all stages of the cell cycle was determined by scoring 1000 nuclei. A nucleus was considered labeled if it showed at least five grains above background. With few exceptions, however, the nuclei were very heavily labeled. The generation time at different temperatures was calculated from the slope of semilogarithmic plots of cell concentration versus time. The generation times of cultures exposed to thymidine-aH were checked against the generation times of control cultures (no added isotope). The addition of thymidine-3H did not cause a detectable variation in the growth rate. and Go. + a/~ D. Each subsection of the cell cycle demonstrates a temperature dependency in its duration, similar to the over-all cell cycle. The decrease in growth rate which occurs on either side of the optimum of 29°C is accounted for by a proportional lengthening of each of the subsections of the cell cycle. Table I 
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DISCUSSION
Environmental conditions other than temperature have been shown to effect the relative proportion of the subsections of the cell cycle in mammalian cells when the generation time is varied (3, 5, 8) . The general conclusion from the work on mammalian cells is that differences in generation times are reflected primarily in the duration of G1, whereas S and G2 are relatively constant in terms of absolute time.
When the generation time of mammalian cells in culture is changed by varying the temperature, Sisken et al. (6) found that except for anaphase all phases of the cell cycle are temperature dependent. The different subsections showed slight differences in sensitivities, G~ being the most sensitive and increasing disporportionately in relation to the other subsections. When Tradescantia root tips were grown at three different temperatures, Wimber (7) found that all phases of the cell cycle are temperature-dependent but that the proportion of the cycle occupied by the subsections changes disproportionately. Again, the difference in generation time was reflected primarily in the duration of G1.
Our results on Tetrahymena agree with those on mammalian cells and plant cells, to the extent that the subsections are temperature-dependent. However, G1 + 1/~ D, S, and G2 + 1/~ D occupy approximately the same proportion of the cell cycle at all temperatures studied. G1 does not appear to be more sensitive to temperature changes than do the other subsections. Since most enzymes have temperature coefficients in the same general range, and since progress through each subsection of the cell cycle is probably dependent on numerous enzyme reactions, it is not particularly surprising to find that the subsections occupy the same proportion of the cell cycle at all temperatures. We can offer no explanation for the findings that G, in mammalian and plant cells is more sensitive to temperature changes than other cycle subsections.
